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sent to the house from the Imperial Hotel owned by George
Mendrakos, whose cuisine was notoriously unpleasant.
" Perhaps they will go," he said. The three recovered
rapidly on a regime of French newspapers brought by Tasfai,
and on cut-throat.
A fortnight later, when Agostino's scientific work was
over and he was approaching the line at Hadama, Vinci
and his supporters left for the coast in a closed sleeping-
coach. The only evidences of life were pieces of orange
peel thrown from the window when the train was in motion,
but as it pulled out of Mojjo, Count Vinci shouted a boyish
good-bye to me from behind the shutters. Agostino was
at Hadama, his bottles full. A military escort and Italian
priests and nuns also accompanied this original diplomat,
who was sent on from Diredawa next night behind a faster
engine.
Mulugeta at last fixed the rent of my house, a hundred
and forty thalers in consideration of bombardment risks,
and on October 17, when the roads were fairly dry, he was
ready to move north. His force, the Yamahal Sarawit, or
Army of the Middle, was numbered at eighty thousand.
It was to leave for Dessye and there divide, part to stay with
the Grown Prince, who was Governor of the Wollo province
with his capital at Dessye, part to go farther north with
Mulugeta to Makalle.
The Army of the Middle was literally the army of Middle
Ethiopia, of Shoa, the central province, the septs of Wallega
to the west centre round their capitals of Gore and Saio,
and Kambata to the centre-south west where the Great
Lakes begin to settle on the Rift Valley. Shoa included
the Imperial Guard, dressed in khaki of British cut and
carrying British knapsacks, but black and barefooted : it
included too the tribal levy of the Shoan chiefs,
wearing the shamma of the Amhara, which fluttered
clear behind the running infantry, and is called by
Ethiopians the " white cloth of Shoa." Of the Governors
of Wallega, Bidwoded Makonnen, the Emperor's near
relative, had not yet come in, nor had Dedjaz Makonnen
Endalkatchu of Gore. But there were various parts of
Wallega which belonged to Ras Mulugeta and whose
armies he had summoned. Dedjaz Moshesha Wolde of

